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ABSTRACT
Employing a number of different standalone programs is a prevalent approach among communication scholars who use computational methods to analyze media content. For instance, a researcher might use a specific program or a paid service to scrape some content from the Web, then use another program to process the resulting data, and finally conduct statistical analysis or produce some visualizations in yet another program. This makes it hard to build reproducible workflows, and even harder to build on the work of earlier studies. To improve this situation, we propose and discuss four criteria that a framework for automated content analysis should fulfill: scalability, free and open source, adaptability, and accessibility via multiple interfaces. We also describe how to put these considerations into practice, discuss their feasibility, and point toward future developments.

Introduction

Manual content analysis is still one of the core methods used in Communication Science (e.g., Lacy, Watson, Riffe, & Lovejoy, 2015). But in our digitized media environment, datasets grow larger and larger, which is why automated content analysis (ACA) has gained importance and popularity (Boumans & Trilling, 2016; Grimmer & Stewart, 2013; Günther & Quandt, 2016; Jacobi, Van Atteveldt, & Welbers, 2016; Scharkow, 2011). It has been used in, for instance, studies about sources and topics in news (e.g., Burscher, Vliegenthart, & De Vreese, 2015; Scharkow, 2011; Sjøvaag & Stavelin, 2012) or agenda setting and framing (e.g., Burscher, Odijk, Vliegenthart, de Rijke, & de Vreese, 2014; Russell Neuman, Guggenheim, Mo Jang, & Bae, 2014; Tsur, Calacci, & Lazer, 2015). In this article, rather than introducing a new technique or tool, we reflect on the current state of scaling up content analysis and present a set of guidelines to further advance the field.

From time to time, a discipline needs to pause for a moment and reflect on its own theories and methods. For instance, in a 1983 special issue of the Journal of Communication on the “Ferment in the field”,1 Gerbner (1983) argued that the discipline of communication science “requires an intellectual domain, a body of theories and approaches that fit its subject matter […]” (p. 355). Given the enormous changes in the possibilities of one of the most central methods of our field, it is worth to pause again for a moment and reflect on how approaches and best practices could look like. While we are somewhat reluctant to use the often abused buzzword Big Data, the emerging field of Computational Social Science (Cioffi-Revilla, 2014; Lazer et al., 2009)—or, in the words of Shah, Cappella, and Neuman (2015), Computational Communication Science—deals with research questions and data sets that require re-thinking traditional approaches to content analysis.
Recently, several scholars have published thoughtful pieces on this development. For instance, Kitchin (2014a) has written on the epistemological and paradigm shifts that come along with the use of Big Data in the social sciences, and Freelon (2014b) has reflected on how the analysis of digital trace data can be fruitful incorporated into the discipline of communication science. In a special issue on “Toward Computational Social Science: Big Data in Digital Environments” of The ANNALS of the American Academy of Political and Social Science, several authors give specific advice on how to incorporate recent methodological and computational developments into our discipline. For example, Hindman (2015) discusses how machine learning-related approaches can be used within communication science, and Zamith and Lewis (2015) discuss the possibility of hybrid forms of content analysis. Furthermore, in the afterword of a special issue of the Journal of Communication on “Big Data in Communication Research”, Parks (2014) concludes that we face “significant challenges […] as we move into the era of Big Data” (p. 360).

With this article, we want to contribute to this discussion of where the field is heading. Our field is at crossroads: As computational methods are gaining ground, there is a pressing need to establish standards of how these techniques should be employed and implemented. Going beyond suggestions for specific standards, programs, or environments, we set out to develop a series of criteria that a framework for scaled-up ACA needs to fulfill. By framework, we mean a coherent combination of research practices, software packages, and hardware solutions, which together allow to conduct scaled-up ACA. We explicitly do not want to come up with “yet another standard”, but rather want to present criteria that may be worth considering when our discipline is working on scaling up content analysis.

While also manual content analyses nowadays make use of computers (for instance, to facilitate data entry; e.g., Lewis, Zamith, & Hermida, 2013), we only consider those forms of content analysis “automated” where the coding itself is not performed manually; vice versa, also automated content analyses need human insight and human decisions. A very basic form of ACA entails the coding the occurrence of some terms in a dataset, which can be accomplished in standard and easy-to-use software like Stata, SPSS, or Excel (Boumans & Trilling, 2016; Krippendorff, 2004). As the actual counting is not performed by hand and the texts themselves are not read by the researchers, even such simple approaches can be classified as ACA. Nevertheless, they are not “scaled up”: When applied to only a couple of thousands of items, such an analysis does not require the researcher to think about the necessary infrastructure. Neither hardware nor software requirements exceed what any standard laptop offers. But this changes drastically once datasets grow larger—or when datasets do not consist of plain text, but include images, video, or other types of data.

The prevalent approach among many communication scholars who use computational methods to analyze large collections of texts has for a long time been to employ a number of different standalone programs—and this is also how common content analysis textbooks present computer-aided methods (e.g., Krippendorff, 2004). While this is somewhat understandable, as it is easier to get financing for a project with a clearly defined scope than for the development and the maintenance of a more general framework, in the long run, doing the latter will save resources, allow to answer new research questions, and facilitate collaboration. Such a framework can and probably should include the use of environments like R or Python, which already include many libraries and therefore allow for unifying the workflow (see, e.g., Freelon, 2014a), but goes beyond this. For instance, it would need to also include other components such as a database backend.

Recently, the use and development of more sustainable systems gained momentum within communication science. Examples that are clearly aiming at providing a framework that is not tied to a single project include the AmCAT framework developed at Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam.

\footnote{We would like to thank an anonymous reviewer for pointing us to the comic strip available at \url{https://xkcd.com/927/}, which claims that an attempt to unify 14 competing standards will result in 15 competing standards.}

\footnote{This situation has improved, though, since more and more social scientists use environments like R or Python that allow for integrated workflows. Nevertheless, the large market for commercial tools like Provalis Wordstat or standalone-tools developed by individual scientists (e.g., \url{http://leydesdorff.net/}) illustrate that the use of standalone programs is still considerable.}
(Van Atteveldt, 2008) and used at several other departments as well; the xTAS framework, which is geared more towards computer science (De Rooij, Vishneuski, & De Rijke, 2012); or the Leipzig Corpus Miner (Niekler, Wiedemann, & Heyer, 2014). In this paper, we want to go beyond discussing the merits and shortcomings of individual frameworks, but aim at bringing this discussion to a higher level, on which we conceptualize guidelines for designing such frameworks.

Unfortunately, such frameworks are not in widespread use across the discipline yet. What is particularly problematic is that—without such a framework—a lot of work is unnecessarily repeated, which happens too often. For example, if texts from a certain source have already been collected, or if such texts have already been pre-processed or coded (annotated) in some way or another, it should be avoided to do this tedious work again in a similar project. This should be easy with digitally available data, but the use of different, partly proprietary programs, makes it difficult to cooperate and replicate or enhance existing research. While it is a well-known problem that researchers often are too reluctant to share data; making it easier to actually share data by integrating data sharing facilities into a framework of ACA might help alleviate the problem.

Although automated content analysis techniques have been employed decades ago (as an illustration, see, e.g., a study analyzing word co-occurrences by Leydesdorff & Zaal, 1988), they only recently became widely adapted in communication science (see, e.g., Boumans & Trilling, 2016). However, also today, many of automated content analyses still follow the same approach of such early studies, in that they rely on standalone tools to solve a problem at hand. For example, a wide range of programs exist to handle tasks like processing text files, counting word frequencies, or visualizing co-occurrences (see, e.g, the large amount of different tools suggested Krippendorff, 2004). Similarly, the Digital Methods Initiative developed a set of excellent tools for conducting some very specific analyses tailored to online content. However, using a number of different standalone programs and services that cannot be chained together without manual interventions, is neither transparent nor scalable.

Partly, these problems can be solved by using a framework like R, which is very extensible and therefore allows researchers to do many of these steps within one environment. But even though this is a very good step toward more reproducible research, having standalone R installations on researchers’ computers does not completely solve the problem. In particular, one would at least need some common database backend to share the data.

We therefore started thinking about implementing a framework that can be used across research projects and allows re-running models, extending them, and avoid redundant work in data collection and preprocessing. We argue that such a framework should incorporate state-of-the art libraries (e.g., scikit-learn, Pedregosa et al., 2011; or gensim, Řehůřek & Sojka, 2010) and allow people who do have some programming knowledge to extend it, but at the same time be usable for others as well. While thinking about the design of such a system, we quickly realized that the scale of the system goes beyond what communication researchers usually can handle on their laptop or desktop computer. But, more importantly, even if it is technically possible to run the analysis on a local computer, it makes sense to move to a larger scale, in order to make better long-term use of the data.

In this article, we therefore (1) ask what the criteria are that a framework for scaled-up content analysis has to fulfill, (2) describe how to put these considerations into practice, and (3) point toward future developments.

### Scaling up content analysis

The decision for scaling up content analysis is a decision that frequently arises from the need to keep pace with the “data revolution” (Kitchin, 2014b). We have more data and different data at our disposal, and these data are available in digital formats. From a technical point of view, this can lead to three bottlenecks. We will first discuss the relevance of these points before moving on toward developing a more encompassing and broader set of criteria for scaled-up content analysis.

---

4They are available at [https://wiki.digitalmethods.net/Dmi/ToolDatabase](https://wiki.digitalmethods.net/Dmi/ToolDatabase).
(1) A lack of storage capacity, i.e., the dataset is too large to store on the own hard drive.
(2) A lack of memory, i.e., the part of the dataset needed for some calculation is too large to be loaded.
(3) A lack of computing power, i.e., the calculation would take prohibitively long.

First, the lack of storage capacity usually is a minor issue: It is inconvenient if a dataset is too large to store on the researcher’s laptop, but in an age where external hard drives of several terabytes are affordable and offer more space than even several decades of newspaper data (or, e.g., comprehensive sets of press releases, parliamentary speeches, etc.) require, this would not prevent us from conducting a content analysis. However, there are cases where storage is a problem. For example, Yahoo has released a Yahoo News dataset, which, although it only contains four months of data, has an uncompressed size of 13.5 TB, which is larger than the size of external hard drives available on the consumer market.

Second, the lack of memory can be a much more important limiting factor. For a lot of analyses, it is necessary to construct a matrix of, for instance, word frequencies. Such a matrix can easily outgrow the computer’s memory, effectively limiting the number of documents or the number of words that can be taken into account. But problems can start much earlier: A data set of 8 GB size (which is not too uncommon) cannot even be loaded into the 8 GB memory that a laptop might have, so we have to let go of the idea of “opening” a file and instead have to somehow process it in parts.

Third, the lack of computing power deserves attention: It might be acceptable to wait even some days for the result of an analysis. But it is usually not acceptable to block the researcher’s own computer for such a long time, especially if additional requirements like permanent high-speed internet connection, have to be fulfilled. And also if a dedicated computer is available, even longer calculation times might not be acceptable. To illustrate the scope of the problem, let us consider a study that aims at comparing different texts. For example, a researcher might want to find out whether different articles are based on the same original material (e.g., Boumans, 2016; Welbers, van Atteveldt, Kleinnijenhuis, & Ruigrok, 2016). However, the number of necessary comparisons increases exponentially. If the dataset comprises 100 articles, $100 \cdot 100 = 10,000$ comparisons have to be made; with a still not too high number of 10,000 articles, this increases to 100,000,000 comparisons, and quickly, we arrive in regions that become problematic both in terms of memory and computing time.

As the examples described above illustrate, a naïve approach (i.e., load all data into memory, compare everything with everything) is perfectly fine with small datasets, but once we scale up, problems arise. Thus, we need to carefully think about how to build a framework that deals with such tasks in a smarter way.

One might object that the advent of cloud-computing services has turned these challenges from unsurmountable ones to ones that can be tackled. This is indeed the case, but in fact it actually highlights the need for the systematic planning of a research infrastructure. After all, using such services come with certain requirements—like, in general, some programming knowledge, and the selection of tools and approaches that can be efficiently run on such a cloud-computing platform. In addition, as a framework for scaled-up content analysis should also be sustainable (for instance, reusable for later projects), the task of scaling up content analysis is not one of mere availability of storage, memory, and computational power.

Using our own research practice and that of our colleagues to inform our choices, we see four essential requirements.

(1) The framework should be usable on a laptop, but should be designed in a way that it can be run on a powerful server or even a cluster of servers to analyze millions of documents (scalability).
The framework should not depend on any commercial software and run on all major operating systems, which, in fact, is also necessary to satisfy the first criterion. In practice, that means that it needs to be free and open source.

(3) The framework should be flexible and programmed in a way that facilitates users in adopting it to their own needs and to use it for collaboration on a wide range of projects (adaptability). The second criterion is a precondition for this.

(4) The framework should have a powerful database engine on the background which gives the advanced user full control; but at the same time, there must be an easy-to-use interface for the inexperienced user (multiple interfaces).

We discuss these four criteria one by one in the following subsections.

**Scalability**

Traditional content analyses typically deal with a number of cases in the order of magnitude of thousands. In some rare exceptions, tens of thousands are reached. But even in a massive study of news coverage of the 2009 EP elections in all 27 EU member states (Schuck, Xezonakis, Elenbaas, Banducci, & De Vreese, 2011), “only” $N = 52,009$ news items were (manually) analyzed. However, larger and larger collections of texts become digitally available and, as computing is cheap while human coders are expensive, it does not make sense to draw a sample of texts to be analyzed. This has been famously dubbed as the $N = \text{all}$ approach of Big Data analysis (Mayer-Schönberger & Cukier, 2013). In the words of Kitchin (2014a), “Big Data is characterized by being generated continuously, seeking to be exhaustive and fine-grained in scope, and flexible and scalable in its production” (p. 2). Consequently, this means that methods for analyzing such data have to be scalable as well.

Scalability and the efficiency of the implementation of an analysis could be neglected when the amount of data was limited. But this has changed, and it is argued that “[s]ocial research has to embrace more efficient and scalable methods if it is to use online data to improve current models and theories” (Gonzalez-Bailon & Paltoglou, 2015, p. 106). In fact, one does not need to analyze really big Big Data to run into scalability problems.

For example, in a study in which $N = 6,142$ agency releases articles had to be linked to $N = 22,928$ news articles, Boumans (2016) used a specific custom-written program to do so. However, when he wanted to conduct a similar analysis on sets of about $N = 100,000$ and $N = 250,000$ items, he found that re-using the software from the smaller study was unfeasible, both in terms of memory and computing time needed. While on a small dataset, the difference between the old program and the new, more efficient program was irrelevant (it does not really matter whether it takes a few minutes or some hours to arrive at the result), this difference in efficiency translated to few hours vs. several weeks on the larger dataset. Such analyses that focus on research questions asking about the overlap between collections of texts are a prime example that can only be answered in a scaled-up framework: human coding is inherently impossible, as remembering the content of so many articles to find it back in other articles exceeds the capacity of the human brain; and small-scale standalone programs to link similar strings (e.g., Schnell, Bachteler, & Reiher, 2005) are designed for other purposes and simply cannot deal with such large datasets.

To ensure scalability, one thus has to consider the efficiency of the algorithms used. For example, communication scholars conducting large-scale automated content analysis are often interested in co-occurrences of words in texts, such as media articles, internet posts, and institutional communication (e.g., Hellsten, Dawson, & Leydesdorff, 2010; Jonkman & Verhoeven, 2013; Leydesdorff &

---

5While we have argued above that Big Data is not the most appropriate term for the type of data most social scientists work with, the general argument here remains true for smaller, but still very large datasets: There is little reason to draw a sample if enough computing power is available.
Welbers, 2011; Van der Meer, Verhoeven, Beentjes, & Vliegenthart, 2014). When comparing words in hundreds of thousands of texts, most words do actually not occur in a given text, and most texts actually are not linked to other texts (e.g., Jonkman & Verhoeven, 2013).

Consequently, a matrix of such data structures contains a lot of zeros. A much more efficient way of doing calculations based on these data is therefore to use a so-called sparse matrix, in which only the non-zero values are stored. Somewhat related, packages achieve scalability by using streaming techniques that do not load all data into memory before estimating a model, but update the model continuously while reading the data, as for example the topic modeling package by Řehůřek and Sojka (2010) does. More generally, whether a given algorithm is efficient or not does not matter in small datasets, but becomes increasingly important once we scale up content analysis.

A second consideration is the need for a modular architecture. By this, we mean that in a framework for scaled-up content analysis, it must be possible to have different parts of the framework located at different systems. For instance, the actual analysis does not necessarily need to be conducted on the same computer as where the data is stored. For example, to run the analyses in his dissertation, Van Atteveldt (2008) ran the AmCAT (Amsterdam Content Analysis Toolkit) infrastructure, which he developed, on two servers: a dedicated database server and a dedicated script server. Of course, one could also opt to install both on the same physical machine. Similarly, the xtas (eXtensible Text Analysis Suite) infrastructure (De Rooij et al., 2012) as well as the Leipzig Corpus Miner (Niekler et al., 2014) distinguish between workers, a web frontend, and a database. While all of this can be run locally on one computer, the framework is scalable in that it also allows of distributing tasks between a number of machines. Similarly, toolkits for analyzing social media messages rely on SQL database servers (e.g., DMI-TCAT, Borra & Rieder, 2014) or NoSQL database servers (e.g., smappPy, Social Media and Political Participation Lab at New York University, 2016), which may or may not be run on the same machine as where the analyses are conducted. Extending this line of reasoning, one could also argue that using MapReduce-frameworks like Hadoop can be of added value here. However, most datasets used in our discipline do not reach a size that would require this.6

Open source

From the above, it follows that we need to be able to run our framework on (multiple) real or virtual machines. Already from a purely financial and practical standpoint, it becomes clear that it is impractical to acquire and administer multiple licenses for each and every machine. But there are more reasons to strive for independence from closed-source and proprietary software.

Without a doubt, the scientific community has profited from the rise of open software and a culture of sharing source code free of charge (e.g., Günther & Quandt, 2016). This is not only true in financial terms, but also because it allows re-combining and improving existing code without having to reinvent the wheel all the time. In particular, Python and R, two languages used extensively in the data science community, but also in communication science research, are continuously extended by additional modules that users share with the community, which leads to a virtuous circle of increasing popularity and improvement of the software. This popularity also means that many cutting-edge techniques are first implemented in such open-source frameworks, before they are used in proprietary packages. For instance, Günther and Quandt (2016) note that:

“with open-source toolsets like Voyant Tools (voyant-tools.org) and vivid user communities for R and Python, there are many resources available for social scientists who aim to include automated text analysis methods into their projects. Using sophisticated tools and resources from disciplines such as computer science and computational linguistics, journalism scholars can gain insight into the constant information flow and make big data a regular feature in the scientific debate” (p. 86).

6For an example of an exception, see Lansdall-Welfare et al. (2017).
Examples for such open-source components that can be included in a content-analysis framework include highly popular modules like the Natural Language Toolkit NLTK (Bird, Loper, & Klein, 2009) or the Stanford Natural Language Processing tools (Manning et al., 2014), but also general-purpose libraries for efficient computation of, e.g., machine-learning problems (e.g., Pedregosa et al., 2011; Řehůřek & Sojka, 2010).

It is also important to consider the use of proprietary closed-source software from the perspective of research standards. First of all, if the source code is not open, the software is essentially a black box. For instance, if one uses a proprietary package to do a sentiment analysis, but the underlying algorithm is not public, this does not contribute much to scientific knowledge and errors might not be discovered (Broussard, 2016; Busch, 2014). In line with this argument, Heiberger and Riebling (2016) identify one big problem of contemporary social science research, namely “using a patchwork of different, specialized programs most of which are proprietary, thereby making it almost impossible to know their exact inner workings or definitions and resulting in an inflexible workflow” (p. 6).

In addition, it is impossible to reproduce the results when the software is not available any more. An open-source algorithm, on the other hand, can be re-implemented again, even for systems that do not even exist yet. In such a long-term perspective, the reliance on open-source solutions also mitigates the risk of vendor lock-in, i.e., the problem that once one has chosen for a specific (proprietary) system, it is hard or even impossible to switch to another one. For example, if a system would not store or at least is able to export its data in a widely recognized open format (e.g., CSV, XML, JSON), it might be hard or even impossible to transfer it to another system.

Moreover, if all parts of a content analysis framework are kept open source, results can be replicated by any researcher, regardless of their financial means.

**Adaptability**

The two aforementioned criteria (scalability and open-source) are related to a third criterion, which we refer to as adaptability. By this, we mean that the framework should be flexible enough to be adapted with a reasonable effort. For example, it should be possible to extend the framework by including new functions for analyses or new input filters for new types of content. Users with some technical knowledge should be able to make such changes, which—in general—is achieved by using open-source components and popular programming environments. In addition, also less technically savvy users should be able to tailor the analyses to their needs. For example, rather than just offering an option to remove stopwords, it should be possible to modify the stopword list. This also means that such options should not be hard-wired in the program itself, but rather be provided in the form of configuration files that can be easily changed by the users themselves. This makes it also possible to use tailored configuration files for each research project one runs. Communication scholars are increasingly interested in communication data entailing multiple character encodings. For instance, social media data (e.g., Twitter and Facebook) standardly includes characters such as emoticons, hashtags, and mixed languages. Adaptability therefore also means that there should not be any inherent barriers that prevent analyzing context from different languages and scripts. While the unicode standard, for example, has been in place for decades, there are still some tools in use that operate only on the basis of the limited set of 256 ASCII-characters. This means that each emoticon in a social media message, and each quotation in Hebrew or Arabic, cannot be handled. Even though most natural language processing techniques are only implemented for a few languages up until now, there should be the possibility to integrate support once such a resource becomes available.

Another important aspect of adaptability concerns the ability to integrate (by-)products of own research projects to use them for later projects. In practice, we often see that once a (Ph.D.-) project is finished, models and other resources that have been build disappear. For instance, a researcher might have trained some machine learning models, or created an extensive list of regular expressions, or any other asset. Losing information and knowledge is not only costly and inefficient in the long run, it may also pose severe problems in the case of longitudinal projects where several
consecutive studies may build on each other. Hence, a flexible framework should make it easy to add resources, in order to enable others to re-use them.

**Simple interface for beginners, but no limits for power users**

At this point, one of the obstacles for wide-spread use of ACA is the lack of easy-to-use tools. While a lot of techniques are known, especially in fields like computer science, there are comparably few communication scientists who can apply these methods (for a discussion on this see Boumans & Trilling, 2016). This is actually a dilemma: While having an easy-to-use tool would enable more people to apply ACA methods, this is potentially at odds with the adaptability criterion the scalability criterion formulated above. Consequently, even though it may be tempting in the short term, ease-of-use must not be achieved at the expense of other crucial conditions for being able to scale up content analysis.

To solve this dilemma, we suggest that a framework for scaled-up content analysis should provide multiple ways of accessing it. This makes it accessible for different groups of researchers with different needs. For instance, one can think of a combination of the following elements:

- a web interface that provides point-and-click access to the most common analyses and allows exporting subsets of the data;
- a web interface that allows the use of a flexible query language;
- a command-line interface to allow scripting and batch processing of (complicated or time-consuming) analyses;
- an API to link the system to statistical packages like R; and
- direct access to the underlying database, bypassing the whole toolkit itself.

Such a design makes the infrastructure usable for research groups with diverse needs and different levels of technical understanding.

**Scaling up in practice**

Having established the criteria for scaling up content analysis, we would like to emphasize that the journey towards scaled-up content analysis is a continuum rather than a binary either/or question. We tried to systematize different dimensions of scalability in Figure 1.

One dimension of scaling up is scaling up the scope of the project – moving from one-off studies (P1 in the figure) via re-using data (P2) to a permanent, flexible framework for cross-project data collection and analysis (P3), as indicated by the upper x-axis. For instance, a number of projects at the University of Amsterdam joined forces to build an infrastructure as we will present in this chapter to create synergies and answer research questions reaching from an investigation of differences between online and offline news (Burggraaff & Trilling, 2017), via the predictors of news sharing (Trilling, Tolochko, & Burscher, 2017) to the characteristics of company news coverage (Jonkman, Trilling, Verhoeven, & Vliegenthart, 2016) and the influence of such coverage on stock rates (Strycharz, Strauss, & Trilling, 2018). All of these studies were conducted using a Python-based framework with a NoSQL database backend, making use of techniques ranging from regular-expression based keyword searches to supervised and unsupervised machine learning, and further analyzing the acquired data using regression models and time series analysis.

Collecting data not for a single project, but for re-use in various projects, goes hand in hand with scaling up the size of the dataset, as the lower x-axis in Figure 1 indicates. Let us illustrate the scale of such analyses with some more—admittedly rather arbitrary—examples. Manual content analyses (M1) usually comprise a couple of hundreds of items. An upper bound may be given by an example of a massive project with an exceptionally high number of more than 50,000 news items (Schuck et al., 2011), which involved dozens of annotators.
In contrast, in a study that used simple SPSS string operations (M2) to count the occurrence of actors, but also words indicating concepts like “conflict” or “negativity”, Vliegenthart, Boomgaarden, and Boumans (2011) were able to automatically code more than 400,000 articles without needing any human annotator, allowing them to study the prevalence of personalization, presidentialization, conflict, and negativity over time.

An example for ACAs using dedicated programs (M3) could be a large agenda-setting study by Zoizner, Sheafer, and Walgrave (2017), involving almost half a million news articles and speeches, and allowing them to answer the question how media coverage sets the agenda of politicians. For this, they used a proprietary program called Lexicoder. A limitation of such approaches is their inflexibility: Even though the list of indicators for specific concepts supplied by the program might have worked very well in their case, it can be problematic to adapt the methodology. For instance, if one wanted to use only slightly more complicated rules (e.g., X must be mentioned, but Y not), then it becomes hard or impossible to adapt such a program—but such an adjustment would be trivial if a language like R or Python is used. This is illustrated in a study by Kroon (2017): In a very similar fashion, she was interested in measuring frames in communication about older employees. However, she did not use fixed lists of words in a standalone program, but implemented the same functionality using regular expressions and AND-, OR-, as well as NOT-conditions.

Even though dedicated programs for ACA exist, Jacobi et al. (2016), who analyzed more than 50,000 news articles, note: “The easiest way to get started with LDA [a popular ACA technique; DT & JJ] is through the open-source statistical package R. Although specialized software for topic models is available […] , an advantage of using R is that it is a statistical package that many social scientists already use for other analyses.” (p. 95). Indeed, using an environment like R or
Python (M4) becomes increasingly popular among communication scientists. Another example might be a topic model of 77 million tweets processed by Guo, Vargo, Pan, Ding, and Ishwar (2016).

Many studies take scalability a step further and use a dedicated database in combination with R (e.g., Driscoll & Walker, 2014; Kleinnijenhuis, Schultz, & Oegema, 2015) or Python (e.g., Jonkman et al., 2016; Strycharz et al., 2018), which frequently is not run locally, but on a dedicated server (M5). These can be dedicated, physical servers, but also virtual machines on a cloud computing platform. The studies of Kleinnijenhuis et al. (2015) and Strycharz et al. (2018) both dealt with similar research questions: They were interested in the relationship between news and stock exchange rates. In such cases, the availability of a large-scale database, in which complicated searches can be done, and in which subsequent analyses can be executed in languages such as R (as in Kleinnijenhuis et al., 2015) or Python (as in Strycharz et al., 2018), pays off. A final example would be a study by Lansdall-Welfare, Sudhahar, Thompson, Lewis, and Cristianini (2017), who used distributed computing (M6) to analyze 150 years of British periodicals, which amounts to millions of articles, using Hadoop.

Moving from projects of a limited scope (P1) to larger projects (P3) also implies that different methods and different technical infrastructures come into play. As we can see, scaling up the size of the dataset (depicted on the lower x-axis) is related to scaling up the method (M1–M6, as denoted on the y-axis). The manually collected and annotated dataset (M1) is clearly not scalable. While dictionary and frequency-based methods can be used already with simple software (M2), the use of more advanced methods like machine learning requires more skills (usually M4) and shows its power mostly in larger datasets. While a dedicated content analysis software (M3) might already have some machine learning functions integrated, their capabilities are usually not scalable enough, for instance due to their inflexibility or limitations on the amount of documents they can process.

In other words: For a limited study (P1), a manual method (M1) may still be feasible. Once the scope of the project grows, we move from the non-scalable manual approach (M1), via a slightly better scalable approach using common software packages (M2 and M3) and programming languages (M4) to the use of dedicated database servers (M5) and possibly cloud computing (M6).7

Proposing a scheme like the one in Figure 1 inherently loses nuance (e.g., supervised machine learning might require some manual annotation); however, it can provide a rough guide on what to take into account when planning to scale-up content analysis. Let us outline how a scaled-up content analysis that could be placed in the upper-right corner of Figure 1 might look like.

As an example, Figure 2 shows the general design for a system that can be used to conduct content analyses like the examples discussed above. It comprises of three steps: (1) retrieving, structuring, and storing the data; (2) cleaning the data; and (3) analyzing the data.

**Structuring and storing the data**

The researcher first has to decide on a format in which to store the data. To meet the criteria of scalability, independence, and adaptability, we choose an open format that allows us to store all kind of data—for example tweets, news items, and Facebook comments. We decide to use a JSON-based approach: an open standard to store key-value pairs in a human-readable way. It is flexible, supports nested data structures, and allows us to store full texts (in fact, any kind of data) in a database, along with other fields that provide some meta-information (e.g., date of

---

7We do not discuss specific frameworks like Hadoop in detail, because they are for even large-scale content analysis not (yet) necessary (for an exception, see Lansdall-Welfare et al., 2017). This may change, however, once it becomes more common to analyze non-textual data. For a comparison between MongoDB and Hadoop for social media research, we refer to Murthy and Bowman (2014).
publication, source, length, language, etc.). We use an open-source database (like MongoDB or ElasticSearch) as backend to comply with our criteria (see Günther, Trilling, and Van de Velde (2018) for a discussion on the use of these databases in the social sciences).

**Cleaning the data**

In content analysis, it is crucial to avoid missing mentions of the core concepts regarding the topic of study. We address this issue in two ways. First, we use a preprocessing step in which possible variations of core concepts (e.g., Wal-Mart or Wal Mart) are replaced by a uniform code (e.g., Walmart). To do so, we propose using a priori listings of case-specific actors and concepts (see, e.g., Jonkman et al. (2016) for an implementation of this). These can be words, but also patterns. Also, things like part-of-speech tagging (POS) or named entity recognition (NER) can be performed at this stage. Because the results are fed back into the database, even operations that take a long time to run (maybe prohibitively long on an individual computer) can be used more efficiently, as it only has to be executed once. This is an important consideration for developing a truly scalable system, that at the same time avoids doing the same tasks over and over again. Because of its widespread use within the community, a good choice could be to implement these functions using Python (e.g., Freelon, 2014a; Günther & Quandt, 2016).

**Analyzing the data**

Communication researchers often use methods that are based on word frequencies—e.g., assessment of Log-Likelihood scores; Principal Component Analyses (PCA); co-occurrence or semantic networks, and cluster analyses (see, e.g., Van der Meer, 2016). Recently, a new tool has extended this collection: topic models like Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (for examples of LDA in communication research, see Günther & Quandt, 2016; Jacobi et al., 2016; Strycharz et al., 2018; Tsur et al., 2018).
and its extensions author-topic models and structured topic models. All these methods have their own merits, and they are often used together to reach a deeper understanding. In particular, all of the analysis functions can be conducted using popular open-source modules like the Python packages NLTK (Bird et al., 2009), scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011), and gensim (Řehůřek & Sojka, 2010), which makes the complete workflow transparent and reproducible. But while the analysis of texts is the prevalent use case in today's communication science, there is no inherent reason not to also use such methods to analyze pictures or other types of data, which could as well be stored within the system.

As this example shows, using only open-source components and components that as far as possible are suitable for later scaling up and that are integrated into a consistent workflow, we can build a system that conforms with the criteria we developed and falls in the right-upper corner of the scalability-scheme we presented in Figure 1.

A note on feasibility

Some might object that we sketched an “ideal world scenario” that proposes standards and guidelines that cannot be adhered to by colleagues and teams with limited means. However, we argue that the hurdles are surmountable.

Regarding our first point, scalability and the ability to run the infrastructure on a server, the resources needed are limited. Many universities or regional or national scientific platforms offer server infrastructure for free, and the event of commercial cloud computing platforms like Amazon Web Services allow renting the necessary resources for a couple of hundreds of euros per year—a negligible cost compared to the costs for human annotators in manual content analyses. What usually is necessary, though, is some knowledge of the Linux operating system—a skill that is not exactly rocket science.

Our second point, that all components should be free open source software (FOSS), obviously does not involve any financial investment. Regarding the third point, adaptability, the main investment lies in actually doing all these adoptions. For instance, looking at the steps outlined in Figure 2, probably one of the most time-consuming steps is the adoption of the import filters and parsers, as these need to be tailored to the specific types of data at hand. The necessary time for this, though, can be massively reduced by providing standard templates that people with limited training can adapt. While it is difficult to give an accurate estimate of the level of training that is needed, an indication might be provided that we regularly hire graduate students, which had no prior programming knowledge but followed an eight-week course on automated content analysis, to work on and enhance a framework like the one we presented.

Regarding the fourth point, the availability of multiple interfaces, is probably the most demanding one, while at the same time, one of the most important ones: first of all, ease-of-use is crucial to encourage the adoption of the system. While there are systems that feature easy-to-use web interfaces that allow untrained users to interact with the system (e.g., Borra & Rieder, 2014; Niekler & Wiedemann, 2015; Niekler et al., 2014; Van Atteveldt, 2008), developing such an interface takes a lot of time and asks for specific skills. What can help is a step-by-step approach, in which first ready-to-use components are used (like, e.g., the Kibana dashboard for the ElasticSearch database) as a temporal solution, before developing a custom web interface that unlocks the full potential also for users with less technical knowledge.

To summarize, it is probably safe to say that setting up a basic infrastructure that conforms to our guidelines—even if its done for the first time—can be done in a few days with limited effort and financial means, provided that one makes use of the available building blocks and systems out there (e.g., Van Atteveldt, 2008). Getting everything “right” and optimally adapted to the own needs and purposes, however, might take some months, and in particular hiring some research assistants.
Conclusion

In this article, we set out to present a framework for scaling up content analysis. In particular, we proposed four criteria: scalability, open source, adaptability, and multiple interfaces.

We demonstrated that these criteria can be fulfilled by setting up a framework relying on a NoSQL database (like MongoDB or ElasticSearch) as backend and a set of tools around it to effectively implement all functions needed for data collection, structuring, preprocessing, and analysis. Because of the wide availability of packages for text analysis and machine learning, implementing such a system in the Python programming language could be a good choice. However, we would like to stress that our argument is language-agnostic: others might choose for other backends and languages.

In doing so, we reflected on the state of the art and aimed at providing a road map for the field. While there is an increasing interest in automated content analysis techniques, many current approaches lack scalability. While standalone packages offer ease-of-use, this limitation leads to automated content analysis falling short of its possibilities. Given the growing role of large-scale data analysis in social science research (see for an extensive discussion Kitchin, 2014a), it is of crucial importance to have the necessary infrastructure and one’s disposal. And here, communication scientists should be at the forefront: as Big Data analysis requires not only technical skills, but also thorough knowledge of the field (Kitchin, 2014a, p. 162), the design of a framework for content analysis is not merely an engineering problem that could be outsourced or bought in.

Numerous subfields in communication science can benefit from using a framework as we described in Figure 2. For instance, continuously accumulating texts from different sources, like news media, social media, or press releases, would allow to conduct analyses that are difficult or impossible to conduct with smaller samples, such as answering questions about framing or agenda-setting effects on a fine-grained level. Most actors are actually not in the news on most days, so studying them requires enormous amounts of data. Being able to use ACA techniques to identify topics in such a corpus and to study their development over time allows us to answer exciting questions around news hypes and dynamics of news dissemination.

The relevance of having a flexible and scalable framework is even more apparent when analyzing user-generated comment like product reviews, comments on articles, and so on. This kind of data, which is increasingly of interest to researchers from various fields, has numerous properties which call for a framework as we described. In particular, their nested structure (reviews belonging to a product, comments belonging to an article), their highly diverse structure, and their ever-growing volume make it infeasible to use off-the-shelf software. Moreover, to study personalized content (i.e., different users getting a different version of an article, an advertisement, and so on) it is necessary to have a technological framework that allows storing the different versions and comparing their similarities and differences.

To do all this, however, communication scientists have to break with several habits. First of all, they must shift the project management focus toward more long-term data collection and re-usability of data and infrastructure across projects. In manual content analysis, the cost associated with data collection and analysis is roughly proportional to the amount of data. Apart from relatively low startup costs for things like coder training, it essentially is twice as expensive to code twice as many articles. In contrast to this, automated content analysis can have a rather high startup cost, but doubling the amount of data does not cost much. This is why it should be avoided to invest in project-specific solutions, and why an extensible, flexible, and open framework geared towards re-usability should be preferred. Second, communication scientists have to let go of the idea of analyzing a dataset represented by one file. Instead, as illustrated in our figures, they should switch to using databases, which can be updated with new data, re-used for multiple projects, and also store intermediate results (like preprocessed text). Third, they should define the scope of their needs according to a scheme like the one we presented in Figure 1. While they might not end up in the
upper right corner, which is the most heavily scaled-up approach, they should make an informed
decision of how much scaling up is feasible and necessary for them.

Our notion of scaling up content analysis therefore should be seen as a guiding principle and aid
for researchers that are in the adopting automated content analysis techniques. The principle of
scaling up implies that already at the design phase one should think about how to re-use data and
analysis, thereby focusing on the scalability of the approach. Scalability does not only refer to storage
size of computational power, but also to things like making it scriptable, and to the avoidance of
manual interventions. Manually copy-pasting something might be fine for one file, but what if you
have hundreds of them?

For future work, the line of reasoning to behind our criteria for a framework for scaled-up
content analysis can be extended. For instance, one can think of making sure that each module in
such a framework (input filters, text-processing facilities, analyses) is implemented in a standardized
way, to make sure that people with minimal programming knowledge can add or modify these
elements (think of student assistants who followed a methods course). This would also make it easier
to increase the number of modules to make it more useful for more colleagues to create synergy
effects.

An additional way to extend an implementation as discrbed in Figure 2 is to follow the example
of frameworks which offer the possibility for human coders or annotators (in communication
science lingo and computer science lingo, respectively) to manually code or annotate content
(e.g., Niekle & Wiedemann, 2015; Van Atteveldt, 2008). This can be either useful in itself (if the
automated part of the analysis is only meant to reduce the number of relevant articles), or it can
be used as input to train a machine learning algorithm, which then classifies the rest of the
material automatically.

Strycharz et al. (2018) used such a function: They used a regular expression-based search query to
identify potentially relevant articles in their database backend, but the retrieved articles where then
presented to human annotators who could tag the articles as either relevant or not. While this
approach, obviously, does not scale well, it nevertheless could be interesting as an additional
component in a scalable framework: Because the annotators’ tags where stored in the database itself,
one could try to train a supervised machine learning algorithm on it to improve future search results,
which, in fact, would add to the system’s scalability.

Seeing the increased use of automated content analysis in communication science, we hope to see
more implementations of systems that allow scaling up content analysis—but even more, we hope to
spark a discussion on best practices for scaling up content analysis. After all, the journey has just
begun.
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